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OUTSIDE JOBS
three lusters: ﬂat, semigloss, and gloss. There are,
however, several characteristics that distinguish exterior
coatings from those used inside the house. For one
thing, they’re more expensive. For another, they contain
more resin (for moisture resistance and durability) and
more pigment (for color).
The paint you use can be chosen on the basis of the
paint that was used before. As with interior paints, latex
works best over latex and alkyd works best over alkyd. If
you can’t tell or are unsure about what type of paint is
on the house, use an alkyd-base paint.

Latex paints are easier to apply, they dry quickly, and
they can help minimize moisture problems because they
“breathe.” Cleaning up is a matter of soap and water.
Latex does not adhere as well to oil-base or alkyd-base
paints or to poorly prepared surfaces. Alkyds, on the
other hand, are extremely durable. But they’re more
difﬁcult to work with and they dry slowly. Also, solvents
must be used to clean brushes, rollers, paint trays, and
drips.
One of the alkyd types of exterior paint may be
especially appealing because of its regulated, self-

PAINT TROUBLESHOOTING CHART
Problem

Possible Cause

Solution

Peeling

Paint curls due to wet wood, interior
moisture vapor, dirty, glossy surface.

Scrape, sand, prime, repaint. Install
siding/sofﬁt vents outside, exhaust fans
inside.

Wrinkling

Newly applied paint sags and droops.
Paint applied too thickly.

Scrape, sand, prime, repaint. Stir new
paint and brush out thoroughly.

Alligatoring

Paint dries into islands. Either due to
incompatible paints, or painting too soon
over still-wet coat.

Scrape, sand, prime, and repaint with a
compatible coating.

Blistering

Surface blisters caused by underlying
Sand smooth, repaint. Install vents. Paint
moisture or solvent from paint applied on on mild days.
hot day.

Chalking

Powdery residue stains on sidewalks,
foundations. Inferior paint or porous
undercoat to blame.

Wash down surface, let dry, repaint with
non-chalking coating.

Mildew

Discoloration of exterior surface due to
growth of fungus, usually black/green
stains.

Scrub off with chlorine bleach or
fungicide, let dry, repaint with mildewresistant formula. Trim tree branches,
shrubs.

Running Sags

Wavy paint surface. Paint applied too
heavily.

Sand smooth, repaint. Brush out paint to
a consistent thickness.

Paint won’t dry

Inferior paint.

Patience or removing and repainting.
Test paints on small areas before painting
entire house.

Efﬂorescence

Whitish deposits on masonry caused by
moisture-induced oxidation.

Scrub off deposits with 10:1 watermuriatic acid solution, followed by 2:1
water-ammonia, water rinse, dry, repaint
with appropriate masonry paint. Check
downspouts, eliminate damp conditions.

Rust-Stained Siding/
Shingles

Rusting nail heads, gutters, insufﬁciently
sealed, primed.

Seal rusting nail heads with rust-resistant
sealer and paint entire surface.

Rusted Metal

Deteriorated paint combined with
moisture.

Scrape, sand, recoat with metal primer,
metal paint.

Bleeding Knots

Knot resin dissolved by paint solvent from
improperly sealed, primed knots.

Scrape, sand to bare wood, coat with
shellac, prime, repaint.
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